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We are a young startup, with an old experienced team, which has been developing an innovative methodology for a Cognitive and Sensory Stimulation Program, oriented to the elderly.

We are a multidisciplinary team with 6 elements: Our Psychologist – Helder Correia; The Creative and Methodology Founder – me Clementina Rodrigues; Technical Consultant our gerontolog – António Baltazar; the Communication and Image women – Andreia Pinto; The Manager – Adriano Silva; and our Clinical research consultant – Ângela Rodrigues.
Our program is formed by 2 integrated elements:

1- An innovative methodology of approach to the elderly, promoting autonomy in stimulation, facilitating its use and application and socially integrating;

2 -A chest of tools – unique, designed for the elderly, with criteria of weight, size, image, color, specifically designed for the sum of functional losses that is the elderly person. Technologically innovated to allow amplification of the focus of use, measurement of results, user autonomy, extend to new users and new applications like health.
Looking for

- **We seek Institutional Partners** with an interest in trying this program and help adapt it to local culture and reality;
- **Investors** to produce the tools;
- **Digital Partners** that bring innovation to something that is already innovative;
- **Partners** representing *production and distribution chains in Europe*.

- **If you are interested or curious please make your questions, we are here to answer!**